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LexEdit is short of Language Extendable Editor.  LextEdit is a powerful editing tool for files and
provides a unique communication to database and logistics systems. 

Features: 

    -  You can directly access the TraceProfiler  by selecting the icon from the toolbar

    -  Grammatical and Semantic Parsing / Colorization for over 20 included language
    -  Drag and drop to open files
    -  Edit and save files to a local system
    -  Connect to Moca or SQL systems to execute commands displaying results in a usable
grid
    -  Export the grid results to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or to a Comma delimited file
(CSV)
    -  Built in Explain Plan
    -  Complete historical capture of commands executed displayed in a Command History
Window
    -  On the fly code formatting and colorization
    -  Intelipromp  for Moca and SQL based connections of functions, commands, indexes,
tables and comlumns.
    -  Export and import of password protected connection  information to limit and control
access to systems
    -  Import editor  data in to the grid to quickly populate the grid
    -  Powerful and flexible copying options  from the grid 
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    -  Auto Execution  of commands can be setup 
    -  Easily look up and browse Moca Commands with the Component Lookup  Window 
    -  Create your own set of custom commands  to be ran 
    -  Flexible find and replace  that allows the use of regular expressions
    -  Set command line preferences  to start a connection, window size and position
    -  Import / Execute server command using local file with  "Execute with Local File..." .
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